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‘Saying you’ve been at dad’s porn book is part of growing up’: youth, 
pornography and education 
Alan McKee 
 
Introduction 
Youth; media; education: is pornography an educational media genre? This paper is 
part of an ongoing project to introduce the voices of pornography consumers into 
public debates about the genre. In relation to the topic of this conference, I here 
present what the consumers we interviewed had to say about their exposure to 
pornography as young people, and whether they found it to be educational. 
This data comes from interviews with forty six Australians who consume 
pornography, conducted as part of the three-year ARC project entitled ‘Understanding 
Pornography in Australia’. I have elsewhere presented an extensive review of the 
academic literature on pornography, explored the methodology of this research 
project in detail, and argued that it is important that we begin to listen to the voices of 
consumers of pornography in public debates about the genre.1 In this paper I build on 
that argument by presenting what consumers of pornography have to say about the 
genre’s educational value. The paper is thus part of a more general theoretical move 
away from the belief that we need to educate people in media literacy in order to 
protect them from the media; and towards the position that all genres of media are 
themselves part of the educational process, teaching not only media literacy, but also 
cultural and social literacy.2 
In the ‘Understanding Pornography in Australia’ research project, we conducted a 
survey of 1023 consumers in order to find out their thoughts about the genre and 
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examine some possible effects it might have on them. Of particular interest from the 
survey was the finding that, statistically, consumption of pornography is not 
correlated with negative attitudes towards women; but being a Christian, voting for a 
right wing political party, and being an older Australian, are all correlated in a 
statistically significant way with negative attitudes towards women.3 We followed up 
the survey with interviews with forty six consumers. Interviewees were recruited 
through the survey: those who wanted to be interviewed were asked to provide their 
names and contact addresses on the otherwise anonymous survey form. 329 
respondents (32.2% of the 1023 respondents) did so. From this sample we chose the 
interviewees (initially fifty, but for practical purposes later reduced to forty six). In 
choosing the interviewees, we aimed not for a representative sample; but for an 
illustrative one, ensuring that a range of voices would be heard. We interviewed 
twenty six men and twenty women, from every State and Territory. Two interviewees 
were under 18; the oldest were four interviewees who were in the category 66+. The 
majority were heterosexual, but we also interviewed fourteen who were gay, lesbian 
or bisexual (a full description of each interviewee’s demographic data is listed in 
Appendix 1). Interviews were conducted at a place of the interviewee’s choosing 
(usually their own home) by a team of researchers around the country. The interviews 
were semi-structured and usually lasted about one hour (the interview schedule is 
included as Appendix 2). Complete interviews were transcribed; I then analysed this 
data myself, using the methodology of ‘interview textual analysis’: 
I did not take a naïve realist approach to this data. I did not attempt to measure the 
‘authenticity’ or ‘truth’ of the speaking positions. On the other hand, I did not want to 
look for hidden deep meanings of which the interviewees themselves would be 
unaware. Rather, I treated the interview data as a text to be subjected to poststructural 
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textual analysis, making an informed ‘guess at some of the most likely interpretations 
that might be made of that text’.4  
This might be summed up as ‘looking for the obvious interpretation’. For a book-
length study of this kind of poststructuralist textual analysis, including extensive 
discussion of its epistemological implications, see Textual Analysis: a beginner’s 
guide.5 In analyzing the data, I was mindful of the need to be attentive to the 
conditions of its production. The consumers who volunteered to be interviewed were 
more likely to be people who were happy to talk to researchers about their 
consumption of pornography (indeed, they tended to have an educational level 
slightly above the average, which I think is related to this fact). We must further 
remember that in the interviews, the consumers were engaged in conversation with 
academic interviewers, and this would have an effect on what they would feel 
comfortable about saying and how they would say it.6 At this point it is worth noting 
that although I have received some feedback on this work which claims that 
consumers of pornography are likely to be unreliable interviewees7, I have seen no 
research suggesting that this is any more the case for this group than for any other 
group in society, and I did not assume this in the analysis.  
The interviews were particularly interesting as they provided a perspective on 
pornography that has not previously been much heard in public debates about the 
genre. It is common in newspapers, on radio and on television to hear the voices of 
church people, politicians and anti-pornography campaigners. By contrast, it is rare to 
hear consumers of pornography talk about the genre in public.8 Those who do tend 
speak to be ex-consumers who now speak retrospectively about their pornography 
consumption as ‘addiction’.9 This is particularly surprising given that, according to a 
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1999 Roy Morgan survey, 33% - a full third – of the adult population of Australia had 
accessed some form of sexually explicit material in the preceding year.10 
This gap also exists, surprisingly, in the academic literature. It is most common to 
find the consumers of pornography represented by ‘subjects’ in laboratory 
experiments – and often these are people who do not consume pornography in their 
own lives, but are only exposed to it as part of the experiment.11 There exist rare 
journalistic investigations of pornography users (among the most extensive, David 
Loftus interviewed over 140 men for his book Watching Sex12); but there exist no 
academic investigations on a similar scale (although Clarissa Smith interviewed 
sixteen female consumers of pornography for her research project).13 
For this reason, in this paper I have presented large amounts of quotation directly 
from the consumers, with relatively little editorialising. In this area of research, to 
listen to these voices, and what they have to say about pornography as an educational 
media genre, seems to me to be one of the most original contributions we can make to 
knowledge. 
All of the interviewees were adults. However, when discussing their first exposure to 
pornography, many stated that they had encountered pornography while under the age 
of sixteen. None felt harmed by this. In this paper I look at the major issues raised in 
their discussion of these encounters. Of particular interest given the theme of this 
conference is the way in which people who had seen pornography as children talked 
about the ‘educational’ benefits it can provide. 
 
Uses of pornography 
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None of the interviewees had been given pornography by an adult. They had all 
discovered it for themselves. The main sources of this pornography were parents’ 
collections (7, 19, 24, 27), those of other relatives (11, 31), of the parents of friends 
(5, 34, 38, 41), or material discarded in public places such as parks (6, 25), on the 
street (20, 28, 32) or other public places (42). In discussing the uses of this 
pornography, the interviewees made a distinction between the pre- and post-pubescent 
discovery of pornography. Those who had found pornography before adolescence 
tended to describe it as meaningless (25), or as funny (8). By contrast, for those 
children who encountered pornography in their early teens, when they were post-
pubescent, it was more common that they would be interested in its content. Several 
described the use of pornography at that age as a rite of passage (1), often consumed 
as a group (8, 12, 19, 20, 23, 25, 28, 32, 40, 46), with an element of competition about 
who had the most (11). 
 
Pornography – effects or education? 
The most common word used to describe the relationship between pornography and 
its consumers in public debate and academic writing is ‘effects’. However, the 
interviewees tended to talk more about ‘education’ than ‘effects’. When asked about 
any possible negative effects of seeing pornography as children, one woman stated 
that pornography was the least of her problems at in her early teens: ‘I think at that 
stage there were too many other negative social impacts happening regarding self-
image, image of females, what the worth of a girl was, peer pressure about boyfriends, 
all that crap, for the pornography to make a huge difference to it’ (3, also 10). Other 
factors that interviewees cited as causing more negative effects than pornography 
included television (10) and Sunday school (11). Several respondents did say that they 
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thought that pornography gave an ‘unrealistic’ view of sex (8) – but they did not see 
this as negative (5, 8, 11, 12). In describing their own experiences of consuming 
pornography, they emphasized that it was, as one female consumer who encountered 
pornography in her early teens put it: ‘a very, very positive thing’; this woman already 
had: ‘a very positive attitude towards stuff, like humans do have sex for pleasure’ (12; 
also 7, 11).  
And several interviewees, in describing their early encounters with pornography, used 
the word ‘educational’. Previous researchers have noted that in practice, young people 
(particularly men) often use pornography in order to gain sexual information; while 
Louisa Allen has asked if pornography could be used in school sex education.14 
Several of the interviewees raised this topic in interviews. One woman described the 
consuming of pornography as ‘pretty much my entire sex education’ (5). One man 
said that: ‘It’s an education, sometimes it’s the only sexual education people get’ (34); 
and another commented that: ‘I was talking to my grandson on Saturday night, he’s a 
doctor, and I said that I had an interview on pornography and he was real interested. 
He reckons that porn is great. It’s an education on its own’. (26). One woman, who 
noted that pornography is: ‘overlooked as being quite a useful educational tool’ went 
so far as to suggest that: ‘I think, we should stop calling it pornography … we should 
call it erotic education or something like that’ (15). 
In discussing the educational effects of pornography, three key issues emerged. 
The first was the idea that pornography can inform viewers about simple biological 
facts. It allows naïve consumers to see what body parts exist and how they can fit 
together. One interviewee said that at the age of fourteen pornography provided: ‘the 
first confirmation of what a naked woman looks like’ (23); another noted that: ‘I 
guess it showed you different positions and also what women’s bodies looked like’ 
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(24). One woman suggested that pornography: ‘did give me exploration of, hey, I’m 
having these feelings, I’m interested in sex, I don’t know what’s out there, and seeing 
these images and going oh, this is how people get off!’ (12). 
A second theme was the idea that, more generally, pornography informed its young 
viewers that it was OK to be interested in sex, and to discuss it: ‘it just opens your 
mind up, it doesn’t make sex such a big thing. There isn’t the stigma attached to it and 
you can talk to people a lot more openly about it. You can view it more openly. When 
you’re approaching somebody about sex or when you’re having sex it’s not such a 
special, massive thing that puts pressure on. You can just relax and have fun with it’ 
(34). On a related note, one man suggests that as pornography demystified sex for 
him, it made him more confident generally in his dealings with women: ‘I know 
people my age, I’m twenty two for the record, who still haven’t had sex. They can’t 
communicate with women, whether they’re good looking or not. They have no social 
interaction skills with females … the quicker you can grow up and know what women 
want, which isn’t just sexual stuff, you can communicate with them … just day to day 
striking up a conversation with someone. Guys I know that are virgins just can’t talk 
to women, whether it be about sex, they’ll try and pick them up, about anything … 
they just can’t talk to them, because they are intimidated by them’ (34).  
A third theme was the idea that viewing pornography can educate viewers about how 
to be better at doing it themselves. One woman noted that: ‘when you watch porn it 
teaches you how to have sex … you listen to what your man wants you to do and he 
listens to what you want him to do more often’ (10; also 26). One male consumer 
claimed that: ‘It makes you a man of experience! When you screw a girl they go 
“Whooo! Ohh, you know where to go!”’ (40). The idea that pornography educates 
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viewers by giving them ideas for new sexual positions and practices was a popular 
one among interviewees (25, 30, 31, 32, 44). 
 
Restricting access to pornography 
However, despite commenting on this educational element, interviewees also insisted 
that pornography should not be freely available to children. One woman noted that: ‘I 
really wouldn’t want my twelve year old brother watching something that was not 
appropriate. But I think that sixteen year olds should be allowed to watch it … just 
subtle porn, not something too out there, but just so they get an idea, you know, so 
they’re not shocked when they first go to have sex and don’t know what’s going on’ 
(10). Another interviewee, who noted that: ‘it’s part of growing up. Saying you’ve 
been at dad’s porn book is part of growing up’, was also insistent that ‘You shouldn’t 
be legalising it. You shouldn’t start handing out copies of hard core magazines to ten 
year olds. But you learn a lot, you just understand things, when the time comes you do 
have sex you don’t see a pair of boobs and go wooh - well you do anyway but it’s not 
such a shock, like oh that’s what’s under there’ (34). One man who was first exposed 
to pornography at the age of ‘five or six’, but didn’t regularly begin consuming it until 
later, said that: ‘kids really shouldn’t see graphic porn when they’re that young.   
Really when I think about it I shouldn’t have seen what I saw either, but you know it’s 
been a positive experience, nothing bad’s come from it’ (32). 
An ambivalence is apparent here – pornography did not have a negative effect on 
these interviewees when they consumed it at a young age, but they still don’t think it 
should be available to children. As another argued, drawing on his own experience: 
‘If you want to see something or you want something bad enough you’re gonna get it, 
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its as simple as that.  I remember when I was fourteen and I remember the movie 
Natural Born Killers.  I really wanted to see that.  I was fourteen and there was no 
way I was going to be able to buy a ticket so me and my mate watch another movie, 
snuck in to watch that’ (32). These interviewees suggested that restricting young 
people’s access to pornography is good because it means that only those young people 
who really want to see it will see it: ‘It’s good to have the restrictions there, some 
people have the initiative to try and look for a way around things’ (32; also 46). 
Another interviewee suggested that this makes pornography even better: ‘as much as I 
love porn, when I was growing up it was probably half the appeal of the porn … as an 
underage person - getting something I’m not supposed to have’ (34). 
A few interviewees – all female, interestingly - mentioned that they themselves were 
thinking about using pornography for educational purposes. One said that she was 
going to use good pornography to make sure her son had a proper sex education, 
using the video How to Make Love to a Woman: ‘a very, very good instructional DVD 
… When he’s about sixteen we’re accidentally going to leave it out’ (3). Another 
woman made the same point: ‘You can get great Sex for Lovers [tapes] … about 
couples wanting to improve their relationship and it’s very open, and it’s something 
even I would leave out for my children as they grow older to see … by the time 
they’re sort of getting to sixteen and you know, they’re out there with their mates and 
things like that, I think some of the porn gives them the wrong idea on how to treat 
women … So I would encourage them to look at some of these other more 
educational ones that talk about emotions and things like that, that are very important 
in a relationship’ (7). A third said that she will use pornography as part of the sex 
education for her daughter: ‘I know when I was growing up, parents certainly didn’t 
talk about sex and if they did at all it was in such general terms, it taught you nothing. 
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And, even now, kids are often not comfortable asking the questions they really want 
to ask. But if they can look at stuff, of people doing things to each other, and 
obviously having fun and so on, it gives them an idea of the kind of things that you 
can get up to and it also gives you a way to phrase up questions about what they’re 
seeing’ (15). 
 
Conclusion 
This paper’s main aim is to contribute to debates about pornography in Australia by 
publishing insights and ideas produced by consumers of pornography. In relation to 
the topic of this conference, it has shown that, according to its consumers, 
pornography can be seen as an educational genre. This raises the interesting 
possibility that we could perhaps move away from thinking about the need for formal 
systems of education to promote media literacy in order to protect consumers from the 
media; and towards a model of pedagogy which sees formal schooling and the media 
working alongside each other in the practice of teaching. 
The information provided by these consumers is interesting for the insights it provides 
into the commonsense fact that, as noted above, ‘Saying you’ve been at dad’s porn 
book is part of growing up’. The interviewees point out that as pre-pubescent children 
encountering pornography they largely had little interest in it, and found it funny. For 
post-pubescent children, pornography acted as a rite of passage. Males between 
fourteen and sixteen in particular boast about having seen pornography, and its 
discussion and circulation is a social practice. Discussing the effect of the 
pornography on them, several respondents place their consumption of the genre in a 
wider social context, pointing out that other forms of representation of gender were 
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more pernicious than the pornographic texts they saw. And in terms of education, 
several interviewees speak of what they learned from pornography: what naked 
bodies look like and the mechanics of sex; the fact that sex is not something to be 
feared or ashamed of, but that it can be discussed openly; and ideas for improving the 
practice of sex. They do not recommend that pornography should be available to 
children in an unrestricted format. However, some intend to use carefully chosen 
pornography, which emphasizes mutual pleasure and emotions, as part of their own 
children’s sex education when they reach the age of sixteen. 
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Appendix 1 
Details of interviewees 
 
Number Age Income 
(in $) 
Education Gender Sexuality Area State Religion 
1 46-55 30,001-
40,000 
Tertiary Female Bisexual Town NSW Methodist
2 26-35 40,001-
60,000 
Postgraduate Female Straight City, 
urban 
NSW Other 
3 36-45 Under 
12,000 
Still 
studying 
Female Bisexual Small 
town 
NSW Anglican 
4 36-45 60,001-
80,000 
Tertiary Female Bisexual City, 
urban 
NSW Anglican 
5 26-35 40,001-
60,000 
Secondary Female Straight City, 
suburban 
NSW Atheist 
6 26-35 40,001-
60,000 
Postgraduate Female Bisexual City, 
suburban 
Vic Other 
Christian 
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7 36-45 40,001-
60,000 
Secondary Female Straight City, 
suburban 
Vic Other 
8 26-35 30,001-
40,000 
Tertiary Female Bisexual Rural Vic Atheist 
9 19-25 20,001-
30,000 
Still 
studying 
Female Straight City, 
urban 
Vic Atheist 
10 Under 
18 
12,001-
20,000 
Secondary Female Straight Rural Vic Anglican 
11 19-25 Under 
12,000 
Tertiary Female Straight City, 
suburban 
Qld Other 
12 19-25 30,001-
40,000 
Postgraduate Female Bisexual City, 
urban 
Qld Atheist 
13 36-45 Under 
12,000 
Tertiary Female BDSM Town Qld Other 
14 26-35 80,001-
100,000 
Tertiary Female Straight City, 
urban 
Qld Atheist 
15 46-55 20,001-
30,000 
Tertiary Female BDSM City, 
suburban 
WA Atheist 
16 36-45 20,001-
30,000 
Postgraduate Female Straight City, 
suburban 
WA Atheist 
17 26-35 Under 
12,000 
Tertiary Female Straight Remote Tas Catholic 
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18 56-65 40,001-
60,000 
Secondary Male Gay/ 
Lesbian 
City, 
urban 
NSW Atheist 
19 36-45 40,001-
60,000 
Postgraduate Male Straight City, 
urban 
NSW Atheist 
20 19-25 30,001-
40,000 
Still 
studying 
Male BDSM City, 
urban 
NSW Other 
21 66+ 20,001-
30,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
NSW Anglican 
22 46-55 60,001-
80,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
NSW Catholic 
23 Under 
18 
20,001-
30,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
NSW Other 
24 19-25 Under 
12,000 
Still 
studying 
Male Straight City, 
suburban 
Vic Atheist 
25 19-25 12,001-
20,000 
Tertiary Male Bisexual City, 
suburban 
Vic Anglican 
26 66+ 12,001-
20,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
Vic Atheist 
27 26-35 12,001-
20,000 
Still 
studying 
Male Gay/ 
Lesbian 
City, 
urban 
Vic Anglican 
28 26-35 30,001-
40,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
Vic Anglican 
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29 46-55 60,001-
80,000 
Postgraduate Male Gay/ 
Lesbian 
City, 
suburban 
Qld Atheist 
30 66+ 12,001-
20,000 
Postgraduate Male Gay/ 
Lesbian 
City, 
suburban 
Qld Atheist 
31 46-55 40,001-
60,000 
Secondary Male Gay/ 
Lesbian 
City, 
suburban 
Qld Other 
32 19-25 12,001-
20,000 
Secondary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
WA No 
answer 
33 56-65 20,001-
30,000 
Secondary Male Straight City, 
urban 
Tas Other 
Christian 
34 19-25 40,001-
60,000 
Secondary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
Tas Catholic 
35 26-35 30,001-
40,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
Tas Atheist 
36 66+ 12,001-
20,000 
Tertiary Male Bisexual City, 
suburban 
SA Other 
37 26-35 12,001-
20,000 
Still 
studying 
Male Celibate City, 
suburban 
SA Atheist 
38 26-35 40,001-
60,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
ACT Other 
39 26-35 20,001-
30,000 
Secondary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
ACT Other 
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40 36-45 80,001-
100,000 
Tertiary Male Straight City, 
suburban 
NT Other 
41 26-35 12,001-
20,000 
Tertiary Female Straight Rural SA Other 
42 26-35 12,001-
20,000 
Tertiary Male Straight Rural SA Other 
43 36-45 60,001-
80,000 
Secondary Female Bisexual City, 
suburban 
Vic Catholic 
44 36-45 60,001-
80,000 
Secondary Male  Straight City, 
suburban 
Vic Catholic 
45 36-45 20,001-
30,000 
Tertiary Female BDSM Rural Vic Other 
46 36-45 20,001-
30,000 
Tertiary Male BDSM Rural Vic Other 
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Appendix 2 
Schedule for semi-structured interviews 
1. How did you find out about the survey? 
2. Were you embarrassed to fill it in? 
3. Look at survey answer about how much porn they use & quote it … do you 
think you use a lot of pornography? 
Look at survey answer as to whether partnered/single. Are you still single/in a 
relationship? 
If partnered … does your partner know that you use/use as much 
pornography? 
If they answer no … why do you feel like you should keep this from him/her? 
Do you use pornography together? 
4. Do your friends know that you use pornography? 
If the answer is yes … do you exchange porn with them? 
Do you download/recommend movies for your friends? 
5. Tell me about the first time you saw something pornographic … let them 
answer & if you don’t have the information …  
Were you alone or with friends/girlfriend? 
How old do you think you were? 
Do you think that seeing porn at that age harmed you in any way? 
Do you think that it shaped your expectations of what people want, or how 
they should behave sexually? 
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Do you think that it shaped your expectations about sex and love-making 
generally? 
6. If your partner initiated watching/looking pornographic texts together would 
you be shocked?  
If yes, why? 
7. Do you think that pornography is a problem in our society? 
If so why, and how? 
Do you think that it should be restricted? 
8. What do you think about the way pornography is discussed in the media? 
9. With regard to censorship, are you aware that it is illegal to sell (but not to 
buy) pornography outside of the ACT? 
Are you happy with that? 
Where do you buy yours? 
Do you think people should go to prison for selling porn, bearing in mind that 
it is illegal? 
It is also illegal to produce pornographic texts in this country … do you agree 
with that? 
Would you like to see more Australian pornography? 
If you had the choice, would you buy Australian or foreign-produced texts? 
Do you think that Australia should be allowed to produce its own movies? 
Why/not? 
So do you think the censorship system in Australia works well? 
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10. Is there anything that annoys you about the pornography that you buy? 
11. What do you think makes for the best pornography? 
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